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***

This is democide in plain sight. It was planned and is still being planned. It is part of a Big
Project called The Great Reset, alias UN Agenda 2030, reflecting an illegal pact established
between Klaus Schwab, CEO, WEF and Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary General.

The project was meant to be of biblical, historical size, of eschatological proportion. The
Judo-Christian religion is  sacrosanct.  It  is  dominated by Jewish-Zionism,  and the whole
western world is beholden by and submissive to the Chosen People.

Gaza: Don’t let them get away with it

Latest reports this morning, November 1, 2023, Israel has attacked a refugee camp in
northern Gaza. The mainstream talks of dozens of deaths. The reality is probably much
worse. How many of them are children?

The  war  escalation  in  the  Middle  East  does  not  stop.  The  killing  increases  almost
exponentially, to the point of “no return”, meaning that the threshold of “beyond salvation”
has been crossed.

Food  and  water  deliveries,  partial  re-instatement  of  communication,  do  not  make  a
difference anymore. The infrastructure to cook, to distribute food and water, to attend to the
wounded, to communicate – even to bury the death – has been destroyed.

The Israeli, especially Netanyahu, and of course his western allies, the US and Europe know
that very well.  Once destruction beyond salvation has been reached, they may allow a
ceasefire,  negotiations  and  even  permit  opening  the  borders  to  Egypt  and  Jordan,  so  that
Palestinians from Gaza, the survivors, broken to the core, but still able to walk, may escape
to the Egyptian Sinai desert, and those from the West Bank, to western Jordan.
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Under the “Peace Accord” between Egypt and Israel, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-
Sisi, may even agree to build a tent city for Gaza refugees. They will call it temporary. But
every clear-thinker knows that from there the Palestinian refugees will never be allowed to
return to Gaza, nor to what their true homeland is – to historic Palestine.

That is the first step towards the Greater Israel. First by extermination, then by expulsion by
any means. Expulsion of Palestinians from THEIR historic territory. They have nowhere to go.
See this by Chris Hedges.

Expulsion by the “Chosen People” the Zionists, who condemn and even ask for punishment
of anybody who they consider an antisemite.

There  are  no  antisemites  to  speak  of.  The  most  blatant  antisemites  are  the  Zionists
themselves – people like Netanyahu, who are about to drive Israel as a nation into the
ground, possibly into oblivion.

Jordan’s Queen Rania calls out the world’s glaring double standards, in an extraordinary
CNN interview. See below.

See also these interviews and reports by Abby Martin – Genocidal Onslaught on Gaza Shocks
Conscience of the World and Palestine 101.

Video: Genocidal Onslaught on Gaza Shocks Conscience of the World, w/ Abby Martin

Video: Palestine 101 with Abby Martin

Some of the world’s defenders of ethics and peace start standing up. They are those who
still insist on thinking freely, and whose conscience is clicking. Their numbers are increasing.
Of course, not the Washington empire and its spineless slew of European vassals.

But there is at least one EU member country’s Government, with a minister who is no longer
keeping  quiet.  As  a  first  in  Europe,  Spain’s  Minister  of  Social  Justice,  Ms.  Ione  Belarra,
implores the Europeans non-action on this mass-murder executed by Israel’s IDF and the
almost unilateral support for Israel. She calls the European leaders as not being up to “the
gravity of the circumstances,” and thereby being “complicit in this planned and ongoing
genocide.”

She  wants  European  countries  to  break  diplomatic  relations  with  Israel  and  imposing
economic sanctions on PM Netanyahu and his entourage. See this.

Latin American countries, Bolivia, Colombia, and Chile,  have just severed diplomatic
relations with Israel.

Mr.  Putin  exclaims,  the  Gaza  horror  cannot  be  justified.  There  is  no  excuse  for  Israel’s
indiscriminate  bombing  of  Gaza.  See  this.

*

Close to 4,000 Palestinian children killed in just over three weeks by Israel.

https://scheerpost.com/2023/10/29/chris-hedges-exterminate-all-the-brutes/
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In this horrifying democide war, children suffer the most. They are the most vulnerable and
most  affected,  along  with  women,  in  any  war,  but  in  this  aggression  against  a  locked-in
people,  where  targets  are  hospitals,  schools,  civilian  habitats,  roads  and  other
infrastructure, children are being indiscriminately targeted. About 40% of all the deaths, by
today close to 9,000, are children.

UNICEF calls on the world: Children in Gaza desperately need lifesaving support.

“Children and families in Gaza are caught in a catastrophic situation.”

“More than two weeks into the war, thousands of children have reportedly been killed
and  thousands  more  injured. Children  and  families  in  Gaza  have  been  cut  off  from
water, food, medicine, and other essentials, including safe access to hospitals, following
escalating hostilities. UNICEF is calling for an immediate humanitarian ceasefire and for
unrestricted humanitarian access to allow aid to reach children and families in need,
save lives and prevent further suffering.” 

See this.

Instead, Robert Francis Kennedy Jr., the founder of Children’s Health Defense, as of this
moment unambiguously supports Israel vs. Palestine. Does his undivided support for Israel
make RFK Jr. complicit in the murder of Palestinian children?

Presidential candidate for 2024 US elections, RFK Jr’s stance of “conviction” (his own words)
for Israel is a deception for millions of people, not only in the US, but around the world – for
all those who trusted his integrity and saw him as a possibility for change in the US of A.

See also this.

*

Talking about the Holy Land,  Palestine with biblical  background,  Netanyahu’s crime is,
indeed, of biblical proportions and needs to be brought to justice.

Simplicius talks about a world plummeting into eschatological frenzy. Officials worldwide are
dropping their masks, and inadvertently revealing the biblical strain of the conflict.

Eschatology is the doctrine of the last things, a western term, referring to Jewish, Christian,
and Muslim beliefs about the end of history, the resurrection of the dead, the Last Judgment,
the messianic era, and the problem of theodicy. See this.

According  to  Simplicius,  many  “political  figures  now  soak  their  proclamations  in  Biblical
reference and allegory. The foremost of which was Netanyahu, who has now invoked an
assortment of Biblical prophecies as dog-whistles to stir his people into an eschatological
frenzy.  He  frames  the  conflict  as  that  of  “light”  versus  “darkness”  and  good  versus  evil,
painting the Palestinians as the Children of Darkness to be vanquished by the Chosen
Ones.” See this.

*
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Don’t Let Them Get Away with It

The  era  of  NOW  –  is,  as  often  before,  one  of  peoples  lost  in  a  turbulent  world  of
controversies, of Orwell’s 1984 style – where good is bad and bad is good. Confused –
wantonly confused, as the Masters of the Universe gain more and more control – marching
towards and into well-controlled worldwide killing fields.

This is all planned by long arms and hands – and inhuman brains, some may call them evil
brains. Looking at the Big Picture of things – even of relatively recent history, manmade
eschatological events were already dotting Mother Earth in the last hundred-some years
around the globe.

None of the genocides were mistakes. They were planned.

The Armenian Genocide was not a mistake.

Holodomor (death by hunger, in Ukrainian) was not a mistake.

“The Final Solution” (Holocaust) was not a mistake.

“The Killing Fields” (Cambodia) was not a mistake.

Name any genocide, including the Big Democide of the 2020s, it was not a mistake.

To imply otherwise, would be giving them the OUT, they are seeking.

It was not botched, it was not bungled, it was not a mistake. 

It was not incompetence. It was not lack of knowledge.

It was not spontaneous mass-hysteria.

The planning occurred in plain sight. The planning is still occurring in plain sight.

Don’t let them get away with it.

Don’t let them get away with it.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share button above. Follow us on Instagram and Twitter
and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
Research articles.
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